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Spiritualiy Speaking

Love came down at Christmas---but, of course,

it was here all the time. We cannot imagine a

world without love. But love ain't that simple.

lf you think about it we have words for love like

charity, passion, friendship and family love. lt

doesn't quite do it to say that charity or

passion or friendship or family love came

down at Christmas.

There is another word that fills the bill better. Grace is a kind of love that can make other kinds of

love healthy. Grace makes charity healthy, passion healthy, friendship healthy, family relations

healthy and other kinds of love healthy.

Take the case of aspiration. When we aspire for something we have a kind of love for it. lt is the

power of wanna be. What do you wanna be? You wanna be rich, healthy, loved? You wanna be OK?

Aspiration is not a bad thing. But aspiration can cause life to be unhappy, unjust, or downright evil'

Aspiration can create anxiety. You can wanna be so badly that it makes you sick' lt gives you

headaches; it robs you of peace of mind; it can be an obsession. Guilt, the psychologists tell us, is

basically the experience of failure to achieve what one wants to achieve. Guilt typically seeks a

scapegoat to carry the blame. lf you come home and kick the cat or someone else it is likely because

your aspirations have not been achieved. Grace-the love that came down at christmas can make

aspirations healthy and keep them from being destructive forces. How does that work?

Imagine a student who has aspirations and goes to graduate school. she soon realizes that graduate

studies is very stressful. There is a real risk of failure. Also a big financial risk. one might go home as a

failure, a foolish wanna be who didn't have the right stuff. Her reputation and dignity is in question'

She sees other students almost paralyzed by anxiety. she knows how they feel.

somehow into this situation comes the power of grace. The student is given assurance that God, the

creator, not the college, nor her family, friends, or anyone else is the guarantee of her worth'

Because of the life and words of Jesus of Nazareth, this student believes she is loved regardless of the
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outco."ne of her studies. Her anxiety is overcome and replaced by healthy aspiration. Her desire to
learn is liberated from stress and becomes a labour of love. For her, love has come down at

Christmas.

The gift of God's love embodied in Jesus and others and spread around by the Spirit of God is what
liberates people. lt turns their kinds of love into blessings instead of problems. Grace lets people

make love without harming each other; Iets people give charity with genuine kindness; lets people be

friends without co-dependency or jealousy; lets people in families love each other without controlling
each other. Amazing grace---the gift of Christmas that has always and everywhere been at work but
that we have seen embodied in a young carpenter, a spokesperson for God the Creator, a Spirit-filled

teacher, a lover of even his enemies, a companion of any who would let him live in their minds and

hearts in every age. We celebrate the coming of that man because he represents the health, the
salvation in other words, that the Creator wishes for every human being. Thanks be to God for the
wonderful gift of love that came down at Christmas and comes down for any who seek it.
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